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1. INTRODUCTION   

Detecting water level of a river is an essential

factor in raising the awareness of any upcoming

natural disaster. That is why many researchers are

trying to find different possible ways to save and

control the water resources. Water resource man-

agement is a organizing concept for different water

sectors. Basically, water level detection is achieved

by three basic ways, firstly measuring the position

of buoy in the pipe, Buoys is normally used for field

studies and they are well suited to measure the

depth of water because they do not need a platform,

or a pier fixed to the bottom as was the case of

pressure sensors. Floating buoys may follow, up

to some extent, sea surface movements. Estimat-

ing the float removals permit wave attributes to

be known. Usually, two kinds of buoys are referred

to use according to their operating principle and

size [1]. Portions of the float writes are known as

pitch, roll and hurl floats or wave incline floats. The

second method is based on the ultrasonic sensor,

and this method generally measures the reflectance

of the time between sensor and water body [2]. The

third method is by using images of the water

resources. Herein we propose an image-based wa-

ter level detection using a camera to tracks the

scale continuously. Furthermore, this system can

also help in the field of agriculture and fishing in-

dustries where water level plays an important role.
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Traditional water level monitoring sensors [3-5]

have been successful in detecting disasters but

along some major advantages it faces many prob-

lems while installation and in the maintenance of

the sensors. Normally sensor installation and

maintenance require lots of time and cost is very

high. Sensors sometime fail to predict or destroyed

due to flash flood or in complex water flow

situations. The most popular and traditional way

to detect water level is using pressure [6] and su-

personic waves [7]. Pressure sensor checks the

water pressure and predicts the level of water.

Although it is easy to use, it has limitation that

it should be frequently checked due to damage by

continuous water pressure. Supersonic sensors

have less chances of damage as pressure sensor

because it measures the time flow of supersonic

waves pulse from emitter to receiver from the wa-

ter surface. However supersonic wave sensors

have problems in sending values during rapid fluc-

tuation in water and temperature.

This study is focused on simple water level de-

tection using camera. This system continuously

monitors the water level scale and predicts the

level. It has low installation cost as compared to

other traditional methods. For detecting water level

area, it uses different image preprocessing algo-

rithm. It also uses pattern matching to detect water

scale numbers.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this system video frames are received from

surveillance camera which can be used to detect

the water level area. The water level area is than

preprocessed to identify the water level digits.

Using these digits, the system will predict the level

of water.

The system mainly contains five modules as

shown in Fig. 1. Constantly all the video frames

are capture and processed for water level scale

detection.

2.1 Image capture

Sequences of image i.e. video frames are taken

from the camera installed facing towards water

level scale. Opencv3.1 is used to capture video

frame.

2.2 Image preprocessing

Image processing is a method to perform some

operations on an image, in order to get an enhanced

image or to extract some useful information from

it. Initially whole frame is taken to process on

which the water level scale is located. Image proc-

essing in this proposed system is divided into 3

steps. Initially edge detection is performed to detect

the most edged area. Secondly morphology oper-

ation is performed to group the edged area. Finally,

filtration of edge is done using rectangular and

square kernel function.

2.2.1 Edge detection

In this proposed system for edge detection

algorithm. Canny Edge Detection [8] is a popular

edge detection algorithm. It was developed by John

F. Canny in 1986. This algorithm is a multi-stage

algorithm which is divided into four parts. Initially,

noise reduction is done on the frame using Gaus-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed system.
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sian filter. Secondly, the smoothened image is fil-

tered with Sobel kernel on both horizontal and ver-

tical to get derivative in both directions from which

edge gradient is detected. Thirdly, after getting

gradient magnitude and direction, a full scan of the

image is done to remove any unwanted pixels

which may not constitute the edge. In the fourth

step, this algorithm decides the real edges. Edges

with intensity gradient more than threshold max

value is assumed to be edges and those have

threshold min value are predicted to be non-edge

is discarded.

2.2.2 Morphology operation

Morphology is an image processing operation

that process images based on its shape. This oper-

ation applies a structuring element to the input im-

age and then it creates an output image of the same

size. In morphological operation, the value of each

pixel in the output image is based on the corre-

sponding pixel from the input image along with its

neighbor’s pixels. Morphological operators can also

be applied to gray level images, e.g., to reduce noise

or to brighten the image. The most basic morpho-

logical operations are erosion and dilation. Dilation

adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an

image. The number of pixels added from the ob-

jects in an image depends on the size and shape

of the structuring element used to process the

image. The main rule of dilation is the value of the

output pixel is the maximum value of all the pixels

in the input pixel's neighborhood. In a binary im-

age, if any of the pixels are set to the value 1, the

output pixel is set to 1. The 3 × 3 square is probably

the most common structuring element used in dila-

tion operations.

Erosion removes pixels from the object boun-

dary. Erosion operation sister of dilation its com-

pute a local minimum over the area of the kernel.

The main rule of erosion is the value of the output

pixel is the minimum value of all the pixels in the

input pixel's neighborhood. In a binary image, if

any of the pixels is set to 0, the output pixel is

set to 0. While performing erosion pixels beyond

the image border are assigned the maximum value

afforded by the data type. In the case of binary im-

ages, these pixels are assumed to be set to 1. For

gray scale images, the maximum value for uint8

images is 255. Erosion algorithm is similar to many

other kinds of image filters like the Median filter

and the Gaussian filter. Using erode the areas of

dark regions grow in size and bright regions

decreases. For example, the size of an object in

dark shade or black shade increases, but on the

other hand decreases in a white shade or bright

shade.

2.2.3 Filtration of edge:

The filtration of the erode and dilate frame is

done in two ways. Initially, the square and rec-

tangle kernel is used to differentiate the water scale

area from with other objects in the frame. If an

image can be considered as a big matrix then we

can consider the kernel as a tiny matrix. Using the

kernel method, we can take either x-coordinates

or y-coordinates of the original image and examine

the neighborhood of image pixels located at the

center of the image kernel. We can take this neigh-

borhood of pixels, convolve them with the kernel,

and we get a single output value. This output value

is then stored in the output image at the same x-

coordinates or y-coordinates as the center of the

kernel. After kernel filtration contour detection is

used for second level checking to detect the correct

water level area. Contour is a curve that joins all

the consecutive points which have same color or

intensity. It stores the x and y coordinates of the

boundary of a shape. Contour is a very useful algo-

rithm for shape analysis and many more like object

detection and recognition.

2.3 Level marking or number detection

Level marking detection in this proposed system

is dependent according to water level pattern. Level
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marking is used to identify the quantity of water

in the river and dam.

2.4 Marking water level

Water level area is detected and marked on the

frame. This part is assumed as water level on the

water scale area and compared with the water edge

area. Water level is further check on the bottom

area of detected water scale using edge detection.

If the water edge is successfully detected, then the

water level mark is drawn on the frame.

2.5 Water level detection

After the water level area detection, scaling is

performed to check the current water level accord-

ing to the predefined scale of the water body.

3. EXPERIMENT RESULT

The developed algorithm has been tested in a

video recorded from andong dam. The evaluated

approach is divided into 3 main parts: (i) edge de-

tection; (ii) morphological operation and (iii) tem-

plate matching. After all this approach a virtual

scale is drawn according to scale pattern. We built

a simulation environment as shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Result of edge detection

For edge detection canny edge detection algo-

rithm is used with threshold values 50 to 150. Fig.

3(b) is the result after edge detection.

3.2 Result of erode and dilation

Initially erosion operation is used to remove the

small pixels from the water scale boundary. Then

dilation adds pixels to the boundaries in the water

scale to make it an one single object.

As shown in the Fig. 4 the input image is pass

Fig. 2. Simulation environment for Image processing.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Image processing on video frame. (a) Frame re-

ceived from surveillance camera. (b) Edge de-

tection or received frame.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Dilation operation of input frame. (a) Frame received from surveillance camera. (b) The result after erosion 

operation on received frame. (c) The result of dilation operation.
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through erosion operation (b) to remove the un-

wanted pixels and then dilation (c) to connect the

remaining pixels.

3.3 Result of water level area detection

After all the above image processing steps, as

shown in Fig. 5 water level area is successfully

detected of different place.

3.4 Result after number detection

In the following case template matching algo-

rithm is used to detect the largest number from

the water scale [9]. Template matching is a techni-

que in digital image processing to find some partic-

ular part from an image which matches the tem-

plate image i.e. a reference image. The template

image is also known as a patch image. It always

checks for strong features in the image on which

algorithm applied. Templates are most often used

to identify printed characters, numbers, and other

small, simple objects. The matching process moves

the template image to all possible positions in

source image and computes a numerical index that

indicates how well the template matches the image

in that position. Here, it loads input frame and

patch image then performs a template matching

procedure us OpenCV function. After that, it local-

izes the location with a higher matching area as

shown in Fig. 6 which is marked in red.

3.5 Result after water level detection

Water level is always assumed to be on the bot-

tom area of a water scale. Here we have checked

edge area on the bottom of the water scale and as-

sumed to be water level on the scale. As shown

in the Fig. 7 water level is correctly marked on the

scale.

3.6 Final water level detection

As shown in the Fig. 8 the proposed system wa-

ter scale is defined in the following way, as shown

in Fig. 8, ‘96’ and ‘97’ is water level. This value

is then further divided into 10 parts i.e. 96.10, 96.20,

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Water level area detection, (a) water level area of andong dam, (b) water level area on nakdong river, (c) 

random area water scale. 

Fig. 6. Template matching and localization.
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96.30 to 96.90, after that it then defined as ‘97’.

According to the scale pattern, a virtual scale pre-

pared which match the pattern of the scale of a

water body. The virtual scale is started from mid-

point of the top water level i.e. ‘97’ and goes to the

water scale line and check the current water level

area. It checks the level on every frame which it

receives from the video frame. Scale is also com-

pared with all the detected scale i.e initially the

lowest detect scale number or the nearest scale

number compared with the water scale line, as for

example in Fig. 8 the water scale is first compared

with ‘96’ and then it is compared with 97 to make

final decision of current water level of the water

body. This system checks every possible before

displaying the final result. The scale pattern of wa-

ter level area is studied before making the virtual

scale.

Initially this system was tested on a video cap-

tured from Andong Dam. As show in the figure

8, the proposed algorithm is working perfectly on

the captured 10 minute video.

Furthermore, we have tested this algorithm to

detect water level of large water tank installed in

western power plant located in taean. For realtime

testing we used RTSP (OnVIF) port of CCTV in-

stalled near water body of the plant. Fig. 9 shows

the output of water level detected on the scale in-

Fig. 7. Marked water level area on water scale.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Water level detection. (a) Virtual scale drawn according to water scale format. (b) The scale check with 

the water level line and display the current level.

Fig. 9. Water level detection of western power plant 

taean.
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stalled in Taean. In this images, water scale pattern

is different but using the same template matching

algorithm, the numbers are detected and then fur-

ther water level is identified.

4. DISCUSSION

Using image processing the water scale areas

can successfully monitored, but the primary chal-

lenge is to detect the leveling digits from the par-

ticular scale. Scale pattern differs from place to

place, so it is difficult to concentrate on a universal

pattern. In this system, a particular scale focused

on for further detection of the water level. In this

scale there are two types of digits, one is main dig-

it, and others are sub-divided digits of main digits.

Sub-divided digits are smaller as compared to

main digit, so we focused on the larger i.e. main

digit. After successful detection of larger digits, a

virtual scale is made between the larger digits ac-

cording to the same sub-divided pattern. This

scale checks continuously with water level and

displays the current water level.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a camera based water level de-

tection is proposed. This system shows excellent

results when tested with different water bodies.

Therefore it is found that our proposed system can

overcome various drawbacks of traditional sys-

tems (water flow sensors) such as high cost, de-

mage due to harsh weather, maintenance diffi-

culties etc. Most importantly this system will be

cost effective than sensor based system. Proposed

system is combination of various image process-

ing algorithm to get the water level area then used

pattern matching for deciding the current water

level. In Fig. 5 it is shown that the proposed system

successfully detects water level area of different

location. Water level tracking can be implemented

on all of those areas with small changes according

to their respective features. Scale pattern is essen-

tial to detect the water level in real time, so pro-

posed algorithm focused on the particular pattern

of the water body.

In future we want to focus on different climate

situation where water level area visibility is an

challenging task.
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